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The R series engine has a compression ratio of The engine uses many advanced technologies
to improve fuel economy and reduce friction. Piston rings are given an ion plating and weight is
reduced with plastic and aluminum parts and variable length intake manifolds that maintain ram
air at a wide RPM range. The engine also features piston cooling jets, previously available only
on high performance engines, and in the ninth-generation 1. It also uses the same computer
engine control unit controlled distributorless coil-on-plug ignition as the Honda K-series
engines. As of September , the R series engines were only offered outside of Japan. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or
discuss these issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template
messages. This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the
claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original research should
be removed. November Learn how and when to remove this template message. This article does
not cite any sources. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
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as PDF Printable version. Naturally aspirated Straight SOHC 4 valves x cyl. Circle L. Indy V8.
Indy V6. The Honda K-series engine is a line of four-cylinder four-stroke car engine introduced
in The engines use a coil-on-plug, distributorless ignition system with a coil for each spark
plug. This system forgoes the use of a conventional distributor-based ignition timing system in
favor of a computer-controlled system that allows the ECU to control ignition timings based on
various sensor inputs. The cylinders have cast iron sleeves similar to the B- and F-series
engines, as opposed to the FRM cylinders found in the H- and newer F-series engines found
only in the Honda S Similar to B series, the K-series car engines have two short blocks with the
same design; the only difference between them being the deck height. K20 uses the short block
with a deck height of mm where K23 and K24 block has a deck height of The VTEC system on
engines like the K20A3 only operate on the intake cam; at low rpm only one intake valve is fully
opened, the other opening just slightly to create a swirl effect in the combustion chamber for
improved fuel atomization. At high rpm, both intake valves open fully to improve engine
breathing. These are gaining a following in the import scene, but also among hot rodders and
kit car enthusiasts, because they can be put in longitudinal rear wheel drive layouts. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article is about the Honda engine. For the Rover engine
series of the same name, see Rover K engine. For the Toyota engine series of the same name,
see Toyota K engine. Motor vehicle engine. Further information: Earth Dreams Technology. JDM
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Direct fuel injection Except K20C2. Direct fuel injection K24W [6] Fuel injection other. Circle L.
Indy V8. Indy V6. Sold concurrently with the D-series which were primarily SOHC engines
designed for more economical applications, the B-series were a performance option featuring
dual overhead cams along with the first application of Honda's VTEC system available in some
models. To identify a Honda B-series engine, the letter B is normally followed by two numbers
to designate the displacement of the engine, another letter, and in US-spec engines, another
number. The Japanese spec-engines are normally designated with a four character
alphanumeric designation. While sharing some design elements and both being multivalve
Honda four-cylinders, the B-series and B20A differ substantially in architecture, enough to be
considered distinct engine families. They were made in 1. Later models have minor upgrades
including modifications to the intake valves and ports and piston tops, along with individual
cylinder oil injectors B18C models. Although it has many variations, the basic design differs
very little among the B-Series. There are actually two short blocks which are used for the entire

series. The distinction between them was the cylinder block deck height. The one used for B16
and B17 engines except for B16B has a deck height of The Honda B16 has appeared in six
different forms over the years. The original Japanese B18A is not considered to be part of the
modern B-series family, although it shares its dimensions with the later B18A1. All B-series
engines were based from the B20A, but most engine components are not compatible. For more
information, refer to the F3-series Honda race car that used a B20A engine. Also see Honda
B20A engine. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Former Japanese automobile engines.
This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
vehicle engine. Honda B-series engines. Retrieved July 1, Honda Motor Company. American
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Printable version. Naturally aspirated Inline Dual Keihin Carburetors Programmed fuel injection.
Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. Honda 's first production V6 was the C series; it was produced in
displacements from 2. The C engine was produced in various forms for over 20 years â€” ,
having first been used in the KA series Legend model, and its British sister car the Rover series
and Sterling. All C engines share in common a degree V from bank to bank and common
cylinder block bore centers. The engine family can be broken down into three sub families:. The
variable length intake manifold used six individual small-bore intake runners below 3, rpm for
each cylinder and added an additional six individual larger bore intake runners at higher RPMs.
Honda replaced the variable length intake manifold with a variable geometry turbocharger to the
C20A engine used in the Japanese Domestic Market Legend. The turbo with intercooler
-equipped engine was the C20AT engine and are extremely rare. Honda pioneered
variable-geometry turbo chargers. Basically, at low speeds the wings surrounding the turbine
wheel inside the compressor housing on the intake side would be nearly closed to speed and
direct exhaust pressure precisely on the turbine wheel. At rpm, the wings would fluctuate and it
would act like a much larger turbo to increase fuel economy as needed. This car was quick and
powerful, but the price premium over the slightly longer and wider Legend with the 2. This was
one of the only production Hondas ever turbocharged from the factory excluding turbo engines
of kei car for the Japan domestic market , along with the K23A1 straight-4 engine used in the
Acura RDX and the ER straight-4 engine used in the first generation Honda City until model year
, when most of their model lines had the option of the 1. SOHC 2. The engine utilized a 90
degree V-angle to the crankshaft in preference to the taller but more common 60 degree design,
with a compression ratio of 9. The crankshaft had crankpins offset 30 degrees to provide a low
profile engine that fires smoothly and evenly. The block and cross flow pent roof cylinder heads
with 24 valves are die-cast from aluminum alloy and the cylinder bores are lined with cast iron.
The exhaust system uses equal length exhaust pipes connected to the Exhaust manifold to
minimize scavenging resistance and maximum total exhaust efficiency. An external high
capacity water cooled oil cooler and filter maintain an efficient oil temperature. The engine was
the second Honda Engine ever to utilize Honda's proprietary VTEC variable valve timing system
in an automotive application, which adjusts cam lift and duration depending on engine RPM and
throttle position. VTEC allows the C30A to produce a high maximum power level while
maintaining a relatively flat torque curve. Secondary intake plenum engages at RPM to improve
engines breathing ability and broadens torque curve. The C30A also made use of titanium
connecting rods , which was another first in a mass-production vehicle. The lightweight rods
allowed a higher RPM to be achieved while maintaining the strength of traditional steel rods.
The C30A block is an open-deck design made from an aluminum alloy with cylinders sleeved in
ductile iron. The heads are 4 valves per cylinder 24 valves per engine total , twin-cam design
and contain the VTEC mechanism, which is actuated by oil pressure. For maximum
performance, the C30A uses a direct ignition system, with individual coils positioned directly
over each cylinder spark plug. This engine has various upgrades and modifications by Mugen
and is the first turbo-charged Honda engine used in the series prior to , the GT-spec NSXs used
a highly advanced, naturally aspirated variant of the C32B engine. The engine is essentially an
update to the C30A and does not share commonality with the C32A. To accommodate the larger
pistons, Honda used an advanced metallurgical technique on the cylinders called Fiber

Reinforced Metal FRM , in which an ultra lightweight alumina-carbon fiber is cast into the
traditional aluminum alloy for enhanced rigidity. This process allowed thinner cylinder walls to
be used while providing acceptable cooling characteristics. The c35a was the first
mass-produced engine to use block forged connecting rods contributing to precise balancing
and an exceptionally strong bottom end. The 9. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This
article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding
citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor
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geometry some versions. Electronic Control Unit. Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. The J-series is
Honda 's fourth production V6 engine family introduced in , after the C-series , which consisted
of three dissimilar versions. The J-series engine was designed in the United States by Honda
engineers. The J-series was designed for transverse mounting. Initially, the system turns off
one bank of cylinders under light loads, turning the V6 into a straight Some versions were able
to turn off one bank of cylinders or one cylinder on opposing banks, allowing for three-cylinder
use under light loads and four-cylinder use under medium loads. The J25A displaced 2. The
J25A used a It had a variable intake manifold to optimize torque output across varying engine
speeds and engine response. This version was on the Ward's 10 Best Engines list for and The
IMA hybrid version was on the list for In Honda created the J30A5 to mark the 30th anniversary
of the Accord. According to Honda, horsepower gains were achieved with improvements to the
airflow of the intake and exhaust system. The J32A3 includes a one-piece exhaust manifold cast
with the cylinder head, first introduced on the J30A4. The J37 uses a die-cast aluminum block
with aluminum cylinder liners. Primarily due to the cylinder liners being made from aluminum
instead of cast-iron the engine weighs less than the J35Z engines. The intake manifold is made
from a cast magnesium alloy. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle engine.
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converter some versions. Circle L. Indy V8. Indy V6. Engine displacement ranges between 1.
D-series production commenced and ended Earlier versions of this engine also used a single
port fuel injection system Honda called PGM-CARB, signifying the carburetor was computer
controlled. The D14A3 and D14A4 engines are identical, the difference is only one small gasket
under the throttle body in D14A3 which restricts the air intake of the engine, this happen in
some European countries. The D14A2 and D14A5 engines are identical, the difference is only
one small gasket under the throttle body in D14A5 which restricts the air intake of the engine,
this happen in some European countries. The D14A7 and D14A8 engines are identical, the
difference is only one small gasket under the throttle body in D14A7 which restricts the air
intake of the engine, this happen in some European countries. They are also almost identical to
the D14A3 and D14A4 engines. Differences are only in the compression ratio and some different
mounted components. The D14Z1 and D14Z2 engines are identical, the difference is only one
small gasket under the throttle body in D14Z1 which restricts the air intake of the engine, this
happen in some European countries. The D14Z3 and D14Z4 engines are identical, the difference
is only one small gasket under the throttle body in D14Z3 which restricts the air intake of the
engine, this happen in some European countries. Largely identical to the D16Y5. The main
differences are pistons, rods, camshaft, head gasket, intake manifold, and exhaust manifolds
which are PDN rather than P2M. Euro Mk1 ''87 1. These were later replaced by the D16A8 or
B16A, depending on the specs. Large cam pulleys. Commonly produced at the time but now
over twenty years old and getting harder to find. D-series version is called D16A1, â€” Black
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leys. Inlet Manifold stamped PM7. OBD1 EFi system grey plug. No cam angle sensor on exhaust
cam, now located in distributor. Rubber plug where cam angle sensor would mount. P29
stamped on inlet manifold. MAP sensor on TB. Reasonably common produced from '92 to '
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